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PRODUCT INSTRUCTION SHEET 

PRODUCT CATEGORY: Sensonics’ Microencapsulated Smell Tests (++G051SITTK) 

PRODUCT NAME: Odor Discrimination/Memory TestTM  (ODMT®) 

DESCRIPTION: 

This 12-item test is a non-verbal screening test of both odor discrimination and memory. It provides an 
overall score, as well as a test score, for each of the three delay intervals: 10, 30 & 60 seconds. Following 
the release of an inspection odor, four alternatives are presented after a given delay interval. The subject 
is required to identify which odor corresponds to the inspection odor. This test is highly reliable (test-
retest r=0.80) and is useful in many research and clinical test situations. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

• Write down the information on the back cover of the booklet and fold out the scoring form. Read the following instructions to the subject:

“I will present an odor to you. After sniffing, remember the smell. I will then present four odors, one after the other. Tell me which one 

matches the remembered odor. If uncertain, you still must provide an answer, even if it is a guess. Sniff each odor only once. Twelve trials

will be given, with various delays between the presentation of the first odor and the presentation of the four subsequent odors. After

smelling the first odor, please count backwards aloud in threes from the number 280 until you are asked to begin sniffing the first of the

four subsequent odors.”

• Beginning with the inspection odor #1, scratch the odor label from left to right two to three times with the pencil tip and have the subject

smell the odor, then turn on the stopwatch and go to the next page. Wait the indicated number of seconds, and scratch each of the four

labels one after the other. Present label 1 to the subject and say “Here is the first odor.” Wait five seconds, then present label 2 and say, 

“Here is the second odor.” Wait five seconds, then present label 3 and say, “Here is the third odor.” Wait five seconds, then present label

4 and say, “Here is the fourth odor.” Then ask “Was the correct odor the first, the second, the third, or the fourth of these odors?” It is ok 

if the subject reports the correct odor when it is presented, but all four odors must be presented and a confirmation made of the initial

response.

• Record responses on the fold out scoring form. After completion indicate on the adjacent score area the total number of correct responses

(max=12) and the number of correct responses at each of the three delay intervals (max=4 each).

Each test is single use only Keep Dry 


